Integrated Agricultural Development
Growing for Life

THE AGRICULTURE CHALLENGE
A driving force of history for millennia, the need to supply food for a growing population is still one of mankind’s
greatest challenges. Using modern technologies and growing methods, TAHAL Group’s integrated agricultural
projects are efficient, profitable and sustainable.

INTEGRATED AGRICULTURE SOLUTIONS
TAHAL’s expanding in-house team of over 1,000 experts works with governmental authorities and private
enterprises to develop agricultural projects that enhance food security and maximize financial benefits in
developing countries worldwide. A holistic approach takes into consideration the physical, human, climatic and
economic features of the project area, creating sustainable solutions that provide long-term value – whether
for single crops or diversified agricultural ventures. Leveraging extensive agronomic expertise, a one-stopshop approach, and large-scale project management capabilities, TAHAL delivers tailor-made solutions that
transform challenging environmental conditions into economically successful agricultural initiatives.
TAHAL has vast expertise in all types of agricultural solutions including:

▸▸ Crops: commodity crops, other field crops and vegetables using advanced irrigation and micro-irrigation systems
▸▸ Protected agriculture: greenhouses, tunnels and net houses with semi-automated or automated climate
control, for both soil-based and soilless/hydroponic growth

▸▸ Orchards: protected and open systems
▸▸ Dairy and livestock: integrated dairies and poultry houses, either fully or semi-automated
▸▸ Aquaculture: semi-intensive and intensive systems, from dirt pools to advanced recirculating aquaculture
systems (RAS)

CONNECTING RESOURCES, CROPS AND PEOPLE
Based on over 60 years of experience, TAHAL provides its customers with full end-to-end turnkey
solutions that cover all aspects of project planning, implementation and operations.
TAHAL has established successful agricultural ventures in all types of climatic, soil and water
conditions. Utilizing a technology-agnostic approach, TAHAL supplies customers with the best
technologies for their specific needs.
In a global economy, no agricultural venture is a stand-alone endeavor. TAHAL has the expertise to
integrate projects with water resources, on the one hand, and food processing plants, on the other,
thereby addressing the complete agricultural production chain.

ONE-STOP AGRICULTURE SERVICES
Thanks to its in-house expertise and global experience, TAHAL can provide customers full support for
establishing and upgrading agricultural ventures – from initial concept to ongoing operations.
TAHAL agricultural services include:

▸▸ Formulating master plans and detailed work plans, including financial planning
▸▸ Raising funds from international organizations and commercial lenders
▸▸ Selecting technological solutions that best fit specific client needs
▸▸ Providing operations and maintenance for optimized yields and economic returns
▸▸ Integrating with post-harvest facilities

ABOUT TAHAL
TAHAL Group is a leading global provider of sustainable infrastructure development projects in emerging markets
worldwide. Operating in more than 30 countries, TAHAL uniquely delivers integrated solutions across the fields of
water, wastewater, agriculture, solid waste and natural gas.
With over 60 years of proven global experience and engineering expertise, TAHAL is a one-stop provider of
comprehensive end-to-end services covering project initiation, financing management, implementation, and operations
of turnkey projects.
Leveraging its international track record, expert know-how, and extensive industry partnerships, TAHAL implements
cost-effective solutions to help clients optimize their strategic infrastructure development projects.
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